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Beethoven held back from quartet writing until 1798 when he felt he was ready to

take the plunge into the medium in which Mozart and Haydn had been pre-

eminent. The sketchbooks reveal that the quartets of the Op 18 set were composed

in a different order to that of their publication and a surviving copy of the original

version of the F major quartet, shows that he made substantial revisions to it at the

last moment when, as he told his friend Amenda, to whom he had sent a copy of the

first version, he had learned “how to write quartets properly”. The opening six note

motif took him a long time to perfect and sixteen pages of the sketchbooks are

devoted to the working and reworking of these two bars. Their simple but

rhythmically dynamic motif appears in one form or another in a third of the

movement. The slow movement bears the unusual marking “affetuoso ed

appassionata” – tenderly and passionately and Beethoven revealed to Amenda that

he had written the movement with the tomb scene from Romeo and Juliet (and

Romeo’s death throes and Juliet’s final moments may lie beneath in its turbulent

sequences and abrupt silences).

The Op 18 no. 2 in G major (probably the third in order of composition) is

sometimes known as the Komplimentier (Compliments) Quartett since the

elaborate turns of the first movement’s opening phrases suggest to some the polite

exchange of courtly pleasantries. The third movement is essentially a fast minuet

with an even busier trio and the final Allegro molto movement works an endless

variety of invention on the brisk rising figure of the opening motif.

Op 18 no. 3 in D major was probably the first of the set to be conceived and is most

closely related to the quartets of Haydn and Mozart. It begins almost shyly with an

upward leap on the violin introducing a long melody which characterises the gentle
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lyricism of the whole work. The Andante con moto movement opens with a hushed

and eloquent statement which, after a brief hesitant passage, develops in a measured

fashion broken only by forceful fortissimo passages before the movement dissolves

in increasingly reticent pianissimo phrases. A Scherzo and Trio in the manner of

Haydn precedes a witty and energetic Presto finale whose lively skipping theme is

punctuated every so often by a four note motif that prefigures the opening bars of

the Fifth Symphony.

Op 18 no. 4 is in C minor, a key that he had used to great effect in the Op 13

Pathétique Sonata. The vigorous and muscular opening leads into a passionate

statement in the cello taken up by the other instruments in turn. Some relief from

this intensity is afforded by the more gentle Scherzo movement that follows (but not

as much as a more conventional slow movement would have provided) and

insistent staccato passages have an unsettling effect. The Meneutto, which picks up

the opening notes of the first movement, maintains an edgy undercurrent and at

the repetition Beethoven invites his players to speed up, so preparing them for the

headlong rush of the Presto finale’s gypsy rondo.

Op 18 no. 5 in A major, is an explicit homage to Mozart and in particular to his

quartet K464 which Beethoven much admired. The debt to Mozart is most obvious

in the third movement Andante cantabile in variations form, the fifth of which ends,

like Mozart’s final variation in K474, on a rocking cello pattern leading to a quiet

restatement of the theme.

The absence of sketch material make the composition of Op 18 no. 6 in B flat major

difficult to place in the sequence but there is no doubt that when its final order was

established he reserved the final position for this work of startling originality. The

first two movements are conventional enough - the cheerful exchanges between the
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instruments in the first movement recalling the opening of no. 1 and the second

movement’s sweet melody, first on the violin then taken up by the other

instruments although darkening in a minor passage returns to its untroubled

serenity. The rhythmic ambiguity of the Scherzo and its the nervy trio accented off

the beat may have struck it original listeners as odd but is nothing to what

Beethoven has in store. He opens the final movement a long Adagio section which

he labels “la Malinconia” (Melancholy). This is an extraordinary passage whose

music wanders among distant harmonies and is punctuated by sudden sforzandi

and pianissimi. Then all of a sudden there is order of a sort as it bursts into a

country dance motif which is interrupted by a ghostly return of the opening

Malinconia music. Finally it slows down seemingly uncertain as to where and when

it should stop, changes its mind and whirls to an empathic but slightly relieved

conclusion.

Only a few years separate the first performance of the Op 18 quartets in 1800 and

the genesis of his next three quartets dedicated to Prince Rasumovksy. But in the

intervening period Beethoven had composed the “Eroica” Symphony, the

“Waldstein” and “Appassionata” Sonatas, and the first versions of Fidelio. The

immense distance he had travelled musically is evident from the opening bars of Op
59 no. 1, where the cello sets off on its expansive melody before handing it over in

mid point to the violin. When the cello returns to its opening phrase at the point an

exposition repeat is expected, the music veers off in an entirely new direction and

Beethoven felt it necessary to make it clear in the score at this point that the

exposition was to be played only once. At the beginning of the second movement, the

cello plays a rhythmical figure on a single note which aroused bafflement, hilarity
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and consternation in equal measure at early performances. The Scherzo movement

is twice the length of any of its predecessors and the Adagio goes beyond anything

Beethoven had previously accomplished in the medium. The sketches for this

movement contain an enigmatic reference to “A weeping willow or acacia tree

planted on the grave of my brother” which is puzzling as both Beethoven’s surviving

brothers were alive and well at the time of its composition (although it could be an

oblique allusion to the recent marriage of his brother Caspar Carl to Johanna Reiss

of which Beethoven probably disapproved). The movement draws to a close with a

violin cadenza whose final trill moves the music seamlessly into the final Allegro.

This is constructed on a “Theme Russe” introduced by the cello which may have

been included to please his patron (or even at his request).

In place of the fluent opening melody of its predecessor, Op 59 no. 2 in E minor

begins with dramatic and abrupt chords followed by a pregnant Beethovenian

silence which continually punctuates this long and tautly structured movement.

Beethoven instructs the performers to play the slow movement “con molto

sentimento” - with much feeling - as if concerned that its deceptive simplicity might

cause them to underestimate its requirements. According to Czerny, Beethoven took

his inspiration from contemplating the night sky and there is certainly a hint of the

music of the spheres in this movement. In the major trio section of the Allegretto

Beethoven introduces another “ Theme Russe” - this time a tune which was later

used by Mussorgsky in the prologue to Boris Godunov when the people acclaim

their new czar. But here Beethoven employs it as a vehicle for a jaunty fugue and

canon which divests it of any gravity it may have possessed. The quartet ends with a

cheerful and boisterous Presto whose opening ten bars contain all the thematic

material from which the movement is worked out .
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Op 59 no. 3 in C major was the most favourably received of the Rasumovksy set at

the time, described by a contemporary reviewer as having “individuality, melodic

invention and harmonic power” that was “bound to win every educated music

lover”. Like Op 18 no. 5, it looks back to a Mozartean work, this time the

“Dissonance” quartet K465 also in C major, whose mysterious introduction

Beethoven emulates. This is the only Rasumovksy quartet that does not explicitly

include any Russian material but the melancholy swaying melody of the second

movement with its lugubrious pizzicato accompaniment is often seen as the

introduction of a Slavic mood. A perfectly formed Mozartean minuet, one of the

few Beethoven wrote in this period, leads without a break into a massive fugue in

sonata form.

The Rasumovksy quartets were not generally well received, being considered long,

difficult and complex. Beethoven himself remarked that they were composed “for

another age” and he produced only two isolated examples, Op 74 and Op 95 in 1809

and 1810 respectively before his return to the medium in the early 1820s. Op 74 in

E flat major is one of three works in that key written in the summer of 1809 when

Beethoven felt able to resume composing after the French siege and occupation of

Vienna. Like its immediate predecessor, Op 74 has a slow introduction but without

its unsettlingly uncertain tonality. Sudden chords introduce the main Allegro

section of the movement, characterised by the extensive use of pizzicato, which

gives the quartet its nickname - the “Harp” – and it ends the rhythmic and lyric

elements united as the violin soars above the vigorous playing of the other

instruments. The slow movement offers a long unbroken cantabile melody which is

passed between the instruments in three variations and the powerful Presto is

characterised by an insistent four-note pattern familiar from the recently composed
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Fifth symphony and the bridging passage with the final movement – an Allegro with

variations - recalls that work.

Op 95, written in 1810 but not published until 1816, was according to Beethoven

originally intended only a small circle of connoisseurs. It is known as the

“Quartett(o) serioso” and is one of the few instances where the name attached to

one of his works was actually given to it by Beethoven himself. The word “serioso”

does not actually exist in any language but the curt unison statement of the opening

bars make it quite clear what he means. The tightly argued opening movement,

alternating vigour with lyricism, packs an immense amount of variety into a short

space. The second and third movements are an Allegretto and Allegro (which means

that this quartet has no real slow movement) the rather formal fugal writing of the

second moving straight into the more agitated third which is marked “ vivace ma

serioso” as if to remind the players that “lively” does not necessarily also imply “fun”.

The Larghetto espressivo opening section of the final movement lightens the mood

slightly but the agitated yearning of the middle section leaves us in doubt as to the

direction Beethoven is taking until in the coda he finally drops the mask of

seriousness and ends with a burst of quicksilver writing of Mendelssohnian

lightness.

Beethoven did not return to string quartets for another twelve years until 1822

when he was approached by another musical Russian Prince Galitzin with a request

for “one, two or three quartets”. Between 1823 and 1826 he completed not only the

three Galitzin commissions but two other quartets, the order of their completion

being Op 127, Op132, Op 130 (for Galitzin), Op 131 and Op135. As was his habit,
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he worked on more than one piece simultaneously and the late quartets should be

seen as an entity rather than a sequence although they do display progressive

developments.

Op 127 in E flat major, although a “conventional” four movement quartet

comprising two fast outer movements which embrace a slow and a faster one, shows

the distance Beethoven had travelled since 1810. In the Maestoso introduction,

massive chords lead into the expansive melody from which the material for the rest

of the movement develops, returning three times before the music fades

mysteriously away. The slow movement is the longest quartet movement Beethoven

or indeed anyone else had written up to that point, its seemingly endlessly cantabile

melody elaborated through six variations. The jerky syncopations of the Scherzo

alternate with a fast moving trio section with heavily-accented cross rhythms over

rushing figures and just as it seems that Beethoven is going to repeat the entire cycle

he changes his mind and the movement ends with a whisper. The Allegro con moto

Finale’s simple introduction is followed by a heavy-footed passages as if the music

had strayed into a village dance, the coda reuniting fragments of the opening

themes in pianissimo phrases.

Op 130 in B flat major, the third of the quartets composed for Prince Galitzin, is a

massive six movement piece of symphonic length, which originally ended with a

monumental fugue, itself almost as long as a conventional quartet. Beethoven was

finally persuaded to replace the fugue with a more conventional and accessible

Allegro movement whereupon the former took on an independent existence as the

Op 133 “Grosse Fuge” and dedicated to Archduke Rudolph. The title page of the
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published edition bears the legend “Grande fugue – tantot libre tantot recherché”

(partly free form partly studied). An opening statement of the basic themes (the

free form section) is followed by two massive fugal studies each with three

variations, and then an extended passage in which both fugal elements are

developed together, before a return to the opening theme.

The grand, almost symphonic sonata form first movement of Op 130 is followed by

what is in effect a miniature Scherzo and trio in which filigree passages in the minor

embrace a self-confident major declamation on the violin. Then comes a good-

natured minuet-like movement marked “poco scherzoso “ whose literal translation -

“a bit of a joke” neatly sums it up. This is followed by another perfect miniature

dance movement whose deceptive simplicity belies its internal complexity. At last

comes the slow movement in the form of a Cavatina (literally an operatic aria)

whose intensity apparently mirrors or was the product of Beethoven’s emotional

state at the time of its composition. According to Karl Holz who was involved in

performances of the late quartets and became a great friend of Beethoven’s, the

composition of the Cavatina affected Beethoven deeply (one section is explicitly

marked Beklemmt (afflicted).

Op 131 in C sharp minor is a seven-movement work designed to be played in one

continuous sweep of music. The first movement is an Adagio in the form of a fugue

and according to Wagner, nothing more melancholy had ever been expressed in

music. It dissolves into a cheerful Allegro whose onward flow is suddenly

interrupted by two chords followed by a recitative passage and an ornamented

figure for violin. This is all that there is of third movement which takes less than a

minute to complete and had it not been marked as a separate movement it would
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have been difficult to identify it as such. The extended theme and variations that

follows lies at the heart of the work in which the six variations explore the furthest

reaches of the simple theme’s expressive, dynamic and rhythmical variety. A

stuttering cello figure heralds a bustling Scherzo and trio movement, characterised

by pianissimo scurrying with pizzicato interjections. A short Adagio precedes an

abrupt unison passage to launch the final Allegro which in Wagner’s typically

overheated description is “the world’s own dance: wild delight, cries of anguish,

love’s ecstasy, highest rapture, misery, rage, voluptuous now and sorrowful,

lightning’s quiver, storm’s roll; and high above, the gigantic musician.”

Op 132 in A minor was the second of the Galitzin quartets written in the spring on

1823 around the time Beethoven was putting the finishing touches to Op 127. Its

five movement structure places it between the relatively conventional Op 127 and

the more avant-garde works to come, although in some ways it harks back to a

traditional 18th-century five movement divertimento in which dance movements

flank a central slow movement. Like its predecessor and successor, the first

movement begins with a slow introduction. A minuet movement is followed by a

Scherzo and trio whose rustic drone introduces virtuosic solo passages in which the

viola for once takes prominence. Beethoven had been seriously ill while composing

this work and his own description of the slow movement is “A Convalescent’s Holy

Song of Thanksgiving to the Deity, in the Lydian Mode” permitting interpretation

of the music as a genuinely autobiographical. The slow chorale passages, which

employ the Lydian scale of old church music, contrast with more energetic sections

which Beethoven marks - “Neue Kraft fuehlend” - feeling new power - and when he

brings back the opening theme for the final time, he marks it “Mit innigster
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Empfindung - with most intimate feeling”. Time seems to stand still during this

movement and the music does not end but floats away into infinity. A jerky march

brings the work back to earth, progressing, after a passage of passionate recitative,

into the Allegro finale which features a theme Beethoven had originally sketched for

the last movement of the Ninth Symphony.

Op 135 in F was completed in October 1826 and, apart for the replacement final

movement for Op 130, is the last of his completed works. In its conventional four

movement format, relative brevity and absence of dynamic extremes, it is less

original than its predecessors but Beethoven was sketching it at the same time as he

was working on the massively dense Op 131 so we cannot conclude that it

represents a withdrawal into simplicity. The Allegretto first movement opens with a

questioning figure in the viola which is developed by the other instruments in

civilized conversation with each other After a vivacious Scherzo and trio, comes a

slow movement whose hushed simplicity of suggest a mood of calm resignation

although Beethoven could not have known that this was to be his final quartet The

final movement contains a Beethovenian enigma. At its head he writes, “ Der schwer

gefasste Entschluss” - the very difficult decision” and, beside the grave opening

phrase for cello and viola, the words “Muss es sein? - must it be?” The question is

repeated and then answered in the violin’s bright phrase “Es muss sein! - it must be”

- and the whole movement is a dazzling elaboration of these two musical phrases.

There are several anecdotal explanations of this and the question of whether this

movement embodies one of Beethoven’s private jokes or represents his acceptance

of necessity has to be answered by the music itself, and its closing passages with

their hushed tiptoeing pizzicato seem to offer the best clue.
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